Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® Polyurethane Set-Back Mats

Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® is a heavy duty polyurethane rubber mat for use on rig floor set-back areas.

Tough and resilient to withstand the compression and weight of pipe and drill collars, Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® has been extensively tested with drilling fluids, oil based drilling fluids, salt water, water oil and kerosene with it maintaining high traction and showing no wear or absorption of the chemicals. Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® mats come with two-way drainage as standard which have been molded directly into the design of the product.

Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® is designed for quick and secure fitting. Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® mats can be simply placed into position on top of the existing set-back area surface. This product is manufactured to a standard 40mm thick (1 ½” approx.), weighs approximately 40kg/m2 (8.2lb/ft2) and can be made to any shape or size.

- Easy installation
- Cost effective
- Manufactured to any shape or size
- Tough and durable
- Fully guaranteed
- Can be cut/shaped onsite
- Non corrosive
- Reflects positively on personnel performance

Step into a safer environment with Scotgrip®
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® Set-Back Mats

DRAINAGE/FLUID CHANNELS
Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® polyurethane matting is manufactured with two-way drainage channels as standard which have been molded directly into the design of the product.

HIGHLY VISIBLE
Colour coded in a wide range of colour schemes to suit individual locations.
Colour codes are: red, safety yellow, black & green
Photoluminescent marking is available
Other colours available – please ask

HEAVY DUTY
Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® polyurethane matting is extremely durable and will remain highly effective for many years.

MANUFACTURED TO CUSTOMER SPECIFICATION
Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® polyurethane matting is manufactured to suit individual locations. Please send a sketch or photo and we will get back to you with details.

SAFETY MESSAGES/INFORMATION
Safety messages are proven to be an effective method of warning personnel of any hazards or hazardous areas they may be exposed to. Safety messages can be of any description and can even incorporate the clients company logo. We can also offer photoluminescent messages (glow in the dark).

EASE OF INSTALLATION
Scotgrip® HD Pipemate® is designed for quick and secure fitting, it can be simply placed on top of the existing surface. Scotgrip® HD products are non-load bearing and must have a suitable underlying structure to be secured to.

QUALITY – IT’S WHAT DRIVES US
All Scotgrip® HD safety products are manufactured under BS EN ISO 9001:2015 quality controlled conditions using highly compatible raw materials at our premises in Banchory, UK.

FURTHER SCOTGRIP PRODUCTS
If you would like to view the full Scotgrip® HD anti-slip & polyurethane safety product range, please look at our website: www.scotgrip.com where you will find all of our available products and details.

SCOTGRIP® HD PIPEMATE® SPECIFICATIONS

| Key Product Specifications | | |
|----------------------------|-----------------|
| Tensile Strength:          | 47MPa           |
| Tear Strength:             | 165kN/m         |
| Hardness:                  | 60 Shore D rating |
| Weight:                    | 40 kg/m² (8.2lb/ft²) |

For further information or enquiries please contact us at info@scotgrip.com